Information for Authors
IEEE Power Electronics Society (PELS), IEEE Industry Applications Society (IAS), IEEE Power & Energy Society (PES), and IEEE Vehicular Technology Society (VTS) are
financial co-sponsors and IEEE Industrial Electronics Society (IES) and IEEE Reliability Society (RS) are technical co-sponsors of the IEEE T RANSACTIONS ON T RANSPORTATION
E LECTRIFICATION (TTE). PELS is the lead administrative sponsor of TTE. TTE is an online-only publication.
The IEEE T RANSACTIONS ON T RANSPORTATION E LECTRIFICATION is focused on components, sub-systems, systems, standards, and grid interface technologies related to
power and energy conversion, propulsion, and actuation for all types of electrified vehicles including on-road, off-road, off-highway, and rail vehicles, airplanes, and ships.
Topics of interest include (but are not limited to): hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs); plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs); electric vehicles (EVs); range-extended EVs; hybrid
and electric powertrains; vehicular power electronics, electric machines, and motor drives; propulsion systems; electronic control units; charging stations; on-board and off-board
chargers, fast chargers, and opportunity chargers; inductive charging; dynamic charging in roadways; vehicle-to-grid (V2G), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), and vehicle-to-home
(V2H) interfaces; grid interface technologies; utility issues related to plug-in vehicles and other grid-interactive transportation; vehicle-to-grid communication and control; vehicle
connectivity modules; energy storage systems; batteries for mobile transport; battery management systems; mass transit/public transportation electrification; electrification of heavyduty and off-road vehicles; electrified defense vehicles; electrification of trains and rail vehicles; electrification of sea, undersea, air, and space vehicles; applications of fuel cells in
transportation; emissions and environmental impacts of transportation electrification; standards; and source-to-wheel (STW) energy and supply-chain analysis.
Papers submitted for consideration should report on original results not previously presented in any other archival publication, including but not limited to any IEEE
T RANSACTIONS . Notwithstanding this requirement, papers previously presented and published in a Conference Record or Conference Proceedings of a conference sponsored
by any of the sponsoring IEEE societies of TTE (PELS, IAS, PES, VTS, IES, and RS) will be considered (provided that the paper is significantly improved compared with the
conference version of the paper) although it is not required for a paper to have been presented or published at a conference to make it eligible for consideration by TTE. Copyright
release may be required if the conference publication is copyrighted by an entity other than the IEEE. Authors must indicate in their submission any prior presentation and publication
at a conference or prior submission to any other publication. It is the responsibility of the authors to obtain a copyright release if required for submission to the T RANSACTIONS.
It is furthermore the responsibility of the authors to ensure that papers submitted for review are formulated in acceptable English. Inadequate English obscures the technical content
of the manuscript and will be grounds for rejection.
Open access is provided through the payment of an article processing charge (APC) paid after acceptance. APCs are often financed by an author’s institution or the funder
supporting their research.
The articles in this journal are peer reviewed in accordance with the requirements set forth in the IEEE PSPB Operations Manual (sections 8.2.1.C & 8.2.2.A). Each published
article was reviewed by a minimum of two independent reviewers using a single-blind peer review process, where the identities of the reviewers are not known to the authors, but
the reviewers know the identities of the authors. Articles will be screened for plagiarism before acceptance.
Guidelines for Submitting a Paper for Review
The IEEE Power Electronics Society employs ScholarOne, a professional web-based manuscript submission and peer-review tracking system. Authors must submit manuscripts
electronically (pdf required) through Manuscript Central at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/tte-ieee. From this entry page, access can be obtained to all information required for
the submission of a manuscript. Please note that first-time users must create a new account. All authors are responsible for understanding these guidelines before submitting a
manuscript for consideration. A help system is available on the web site.
Papers in the two-column single-spaced format common for conference publication are not acceptable, as this form is difficult for reviewers. The paper should be prepared based
on one side of letter-size paper (either 8.5 x 11 or A4 sizes), and should be in single-column double-spaced format. The paper should include all figures, tables, captions, and
references. Author biographies, photos, and copyright form are not required for the initial submission. Please use standard fonts such as Times Roman (serif), Helvetica (sans serif),
and Symbol. Unusual fonts may create incompatibilities that delay processing. It is the authors’ responsibility to make sure the submitted files (in .pdf or .ps format) are fully
viewable and in the intended format.
The first page should contain the paper title, full first and last names of all authors (do not use an initial for the first name), and author organizational affiliation. Paper titles
should avoid extraneous words such as “new” or “novel” that have limited search value. The corresponding author must be indicated clearly, along with the corresponding author’s
title, name, postal address, voice telephone number, and e-mail address. The first page should indicate whether or not the paper has been presented at a conference or submitted
elsewhere previously, and if so should specify the conference name, dates, and location. The first page should also contain an abstract of not more than 200 words. The abstract
should not only indicate the subject and scope of the paper but should summarize, if possible, the authors’ conclusion, so that the abstract itself may be a useful document in an
information-retrieval system. The authors should provide a list of up to five keywords for indexing purposes. Begin the main text of the paper on the second page. For readability
in the review process, figures and tables may be interspersed in the text of the submitted manuscript and be accompanied by captions.
Authors should attempt to limit paper length so that, should it be accepted for publication in the T RANSACTIONS , the final result is eight pages or fewer in length. Longer papers
are subject to mandatory overlength page charges. The submission of papers in a series (Part I, Part II, etc.) on the same subject is normally discouraged as a matter of policy.
In such cases the authors may be asked to consolidate the work into a single submission.
ORCID Required: All IEEE journals require an Open Researcher and Contributor ID (ORCID) for all authors. ORCID is a persistent unique identifier for researchers and
functions similarly to an article’s Digital Object Identifier (DOI). ORCIDs enable accurate attribution and improved discoverability of an author’s published work. The author will
need a registered ORCID in order to submit a manuscript or review a proof in this journal.
Checklist and Guidelines for Submitting a Final Paper for Publication
Only after notification of acceptance will these materials be required.
Schedule
Please submit your final files as soon as possible and no later than 14 days from your paper’s acceptance. Papers queue for publication on a first-in, first-out basis. Your paper
cannot enter the publication queue until you have completed your final file submission.
R under “Early Access” a few weeks after your final files have been submitted. You will receive a page proof of the final layout of
Your paper will be posted on IEEE Xplore
your paper within a few months of submitting your final files. Page charges will be assessed at that time. Unfortunately, it is impossible for us to predict how long it may take from
the time you submit your final files to the time your paper will be published. The time from submission to publication depends on many factors including the number of manuscripts
in the queue and the number of papers published in each issue of the journal, which often varies from issue to issue according to the length of the papers being published.
Guidelines for submitting a Final Paper for Publication
Preparing to submit your final files means more than just fine-tuning the content of your paper, however. Please place just as much importance on preparing figures for print as text.
Both parts—the paper and the figures—will make an impact on readers. In order to help you achieve the best quality in your published paper, we will address both the paper and
the figures in our guidelines below.
English Language Editing Services
English language editing services can help refine the language of your article and reduce the risk of rejection without review. IEEE authors are eligible for discounts at several
language editing services; visit the IEEE Author Center to learn more. Please note these services are fee-based and do not guarantee acceptance.
What to Submit:
Paper/Text
1) If you used Microsoft Word, or another similar text editor, please submit a finalized copy of your paper in double-column, single spaced format (single column is adequate if
it is not possible to submit double column). Times New Roman font is preferred; please use 10 points font.
• Submit this finalized copy of your paper in the native electronic format of the word processing software used to create it. This means if you created the document in Microsoft
Word, please submit your paper as a Microsoft Word file (.doc or docx). The final manuscript will be reproduced from this original file, not from a review (.pdf) copy.
• In order to assist the publication team, please note the operating system and word processing software used to produce your paper. For example: Windows/Microsoft Word.
• IEEE currently accepts both Microsoft Word (versions 95 and later) and LaTex files. LaTex may be better for papers with many equations.
• Please do not submit any extraneous files. The publishing team does not need a file for each draft you created. Just the final file will do.
2) Please submit a flat ASCII or text only version (a .txt file) of your paper in addition to the word-processed version. Having a plain text version often facilitates the conversion
process.
3) Please also submit a PDF reference copy of the final manuscript—with all the figures and tables embedded and captioned and the text in double-column, single-spaced format.
This PDF will be uploaded as an early access paper on IEEEXplore. This file will be posted as is and must be checked with a PDF checker.
• Note: this copy of your paper should include a complete mailing address for every author who contributed to the paper and should also indicate whether each author
is an IEEE member.
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Figures
• Please submit each illustration (figure, table, or graphic) in a separate file. If your paper has 10 figures you must submit 10 individual files, one for each figure. These files
should not include captions, but they should be correctly labeled. For example: fig1, fig2, fig3, etc.
• Preferred graphic formats: TIFF
To produce the best:
◦ Scope plots – we recommend saving your file as an .eps (you may submit .eps files in addition to TIFF files)
◦ Figures from OrCAD – we recommend using Allegro PCB Editor. Go to file and select Capture Canvas image. Save your file as a TIFF, this will produce an image
at 300 dpi.
◦ Alternately, in your simulation you can go to the window menu, select “copy to clipboard” and paste the figure into a word document. We do not recommend
pasting into a program such as Microsoft paint because the resulting figures will have a very low resolution (96 dpi).
◦ Figures from Microsoft Office – we recommend submitting the original image file (DOC, PPT, or XLS).
• For consistency throughout the journal, we ask that wording in the figures remain in Times New Roman font when possible. Also, make sure to use the same font (down to
capitalization and style, italics or bold) for the variables in your figures as you use in the text of your paper. (See below for hints on font size.)
• A graphic should only be submitted as a DOC, PPT, or XLS (each figure as a separate file) if it was originally drawn in the Microsoft Office program.
• Figures and tables with multiple parts—figures that should appear side by side when published—should be submitted as one file, without captions.
• Figures that should appear above or below one another, however, should be submitted as separate files, without captions.
• Even if you are submitting a LaTex file, which includes your figures. Please submit a separate file for each figure.
• Please submit a separate .txt file containing a full and complete list of the figure and table captions.
• Please submit a text-only version of any tables, without table lines (in addition to the individual illustration files).
Author photos and biographies
1) Please submit a file containing a brief biography and a digital version of a personal photo (passport-style with head and shoulders against a plain backdrop and at a resolution
of at least 300 dpi) of each author
• High resolution JPEGs are acceptable for author photos.
• As with all other figures, author photos must also be submitted as individual files.
Creating the best figures possible
When it comes to publication, the quality of your images can reflect just as well, or poorly, on your work as proper punctuation (perhaps even more). To help you make the best
impression, please make sure you do the following:
Submit the highest quality files you can
• Sharp, noise free, and of good contrast in a format suitable for final publication (TIFF).
• The quality of your graphics is important! IEEE’s graphics teams will do their best, but they cannot “improve” a graphic that is submitted at low quality (low resolution or
in a low quality format such as GIF or JPEG).
• Do not take your graphics from online! Graphics developed for use on the internet are designed to have high download speeds and are therefore of low resolution (72 dpi).
The minimum resolution for your figures should be 300 dpi. Also note that increasing the resolution of a low resolution image will not improve the quality of the image.
• See the list below for tips on how to create the best graphics from various programs and for various figure types.
Don’t submit a figure that is a scan of a printed version or in the form of preview or display-type versions converted by various types of software.
Photographs should be in their original digital format if at all possible
• The resolution must be at least 300 dpi.
If figures are larger than one column (3.5 in or 8.9 cm), please indicate the desired final 1 or 2-column-width span (maximum is 7–1/16 in or 17.8 cm)
Use lettering on figures only where necessary and then use as large a font as possible
• All lettering on figures in the final double-column, single spaced format must be at least 8 points in the final printed size–even if the figure’s size must be reduced (super- and
subscripts will be proportionally smaller). Maintaining this font size ensures that everything on the figure is clearly legible to readers.
• Use the largest possible font size on your figures. In particular, when the figures are submitted in full-size mode, the print should be so big that when figures are reduced
to fit in double-column format the smallest font size within the figure appears similar to 8 pt font. If the font is too small, the copyeditor will have to leave the figure in
single-column size so that the wording will remain legible. This may increase the page count of the final paper and is undesirable.
• Make sure the font on your figures is consistent with the font that appears in the text. For instance, resistor ‘R’ in the text should not be labeled ‘r’ in the figure.
The quality of your graphics is important. For more information about figures, visit IEEE’s Frequently Asked Questions page about Author-Supplied Graphics and Multimedia at
http://www.ieee.org/documents/graphicsfaq.pdf.
If you are using Microsoft Office or Adobe you may also find “How to Supply Graphics to the IEEE in Microsoft Applications and Adobe PDF” (http://www.ieee.org/documents/
microsoft.pdf) of use.
Another reference that may help you prepare your final files is IEEE’s author digital toolbox (http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/authors/authors journals.html).
You must submit your final files online through Manuscript Central. Please note that once your final files are submitted, you will not be able to make any additional changes
until you receive your galley proofs from IEEE’s copyediting department. Please make sure your final submission through Manuscript Central is correct and complete. In order to
submit your files successfully, please follow the guidelines listed above.
Graphical Abstract
This journal accepts graphical abstracts and they must be peer reviewed. For more information about graphical abstracts and their specifications, please visit the following link:
http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/graphical abstract.pdf
Open Access
This publication is a hybrid journal, allowing either Traditional manuscript submission or Open Access (author-pays OA) manuscript submission. Upon submission, if you choose
to have your manuscript be an Open Access article, you commit to pay the discounted $2,045 OA fee per article if your manuscript is accepted for publication in order to enable
unrestricted public access. Any other application charges (such as over-length page charge) will be billed separately once the manuscript formatting is complete, but prior to the
publication. If you would like your manuscript to be a Traditional submission, your article will be available to qualified subscribers and purchasers via IEEE Xplore. No OA payment
is required for Traditional submission.
Copyright
It is IEEE’s policy to own the copyright to the technical contributions it publishes on behalf of the interests of the IEEE, its authors, and their employers, and to facilitate the
appropriate reuse of this material by others. To comply with the U.S. Copyright Law, authors are required to sign an IEEE copyright form before publication. You should complete
this form after submitting your final files by returning to your author center and clicking the “transfer copyright” link located next to the accepted manuscript in the “manuscripts
with decisions” queue.
Page Charges
Excess page charges of $150 a page will be charged to papers in their final, or print, format (double-column, single-spaced). These charges will incur on each additional page over
eight pages (so $150 for a 9 page paper, $300 for a 10 page paper, and so on). By submitting your final files to Manuscript Central, you are confirming your agreement to any
applicable overlength charges. If you have any questions about these charges please contact the Editor-in-Chief prior to submitting your final files. While failure to pay mandatory
page charges in a timely fashion will not prevent publication of your paper, the IEEE T RANSACTIONS ON T RANSPORTATION E LECTRIFICATION reserves the right to refuse future
paper submissions from authors who are in arrears on mandatory page charges.
Calculate your page numbers
Because the IEEE T RANSACTIONS ON T RANSPORTATION E LECTRIFICATION must charge for extra pages, it is very important authors determine as closely as possible how many
pages their paper will be in its final print format. This not only helps authors prepare to pay any necessary fees, but it helps the IEEE T RANSACTIONS ON T RANSPORTATION
E LECTRIFICATION balance our page budget from issue to issue. Authors should be aware that their double-column final submission will not necessarily have the exact number of
pages as the in-print version prepared by IEEE’s copyediting and publishing team due to potential differences in margin, print, or figure sizes.

Number of pages converted to final paper
3 pages in a single-column, double-spaced format (with no figures and font no smaller than 10 pt) normally equals 1 printed page.
6 figures or tables normally equal 1 printed page.
If a figure has parts (A, B . . . and so on), each part counts as one. So, Fig 1A, 1B, and 1C would equal 3 figures (and half a page).
Always remember to round up. If any part of your paper appears on a page (from the title to the author biographies), it counts as an entire page.
For further information concerning tools and information to assist with article preparation and submission, the proof review process, and ordering reprints please visit the IEEE
Author Digital Tools at http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/authors/authors journals.html
Questions or request for additional information shall be directed to:
Prof. Mahesh Krishnamurthy, Editor-in-Chief
IEEE T RANSACTIONS ON T RANSPORTATION E LECTRIFICATION
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